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in this podcast, allan mckay interviews kevin luong about his journey from being a student to the
academy of art in the sf bay area, as well as his experiences on star trek beyond, xxx: the return of
xander cage, jurassic world, and upcoming the umbrella academy i love love love all of kevin's work!
kevin just spent about a week in los angeles when i was on set for jurassic world! i am always on the
lookout for another interview. in this episode, allan mckay interviews ricardo sommariva about his
journey from working in miami to becoming a supervising filmmaker, the nature of the job, the
importance of vision in visual effects, the technical aspects of vfx, why so many filmmakers make
terrible decisions and why it is important to understand someone else's vision. ricardo also attended
my art school (underground atlanta). this is a heavy interview and i think ricardo is an excellent
artist, but also a supervising director -- and i think that if you are a student or intern, i would almost
always want to hear a story like ricardo's. as filmmakers, we learn the most about the job by seeing
a director's vision become a reality on screen. ricardo works on the world's largest film sets that are
built for "realistic" cgi effects. he has a strong understanding of visual fidelity, and how he affects the
design of his art -- and he's shared this knowledge with some of the best filmmakers. i had the
pleasure of meeting ricardo in la when i attended the academy of art where he was a student. it was
a great pleasure to meet someone that was smart, organized and passionately fulfilled by his
passion for film -- and i can tell you that as you read his story you are going to understand the
relationship artists have with each other and how important it is.
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in this episode, allan mckay interviews vfx supervisor paul denzler about his journey from a student
in nyc to supervisor for transformers: the last knight and avengers: infinity war. we talk about

working with director michael bay, working on a crew with 10 people, working on time and money
constraints, dealing with a star, working on a film with michael bay, working in la, moving to la, and
working on transformers: the last knight and avengers: infinity war. paul is a world class supervisor

and i have even been introduced to a few of his artists. in this episode, allan mckay interviews the co-
founder of magnopus ben grossmann about his journey in vfx, taking initiative as a young artist, the
state of vfx versus the promise of vr, visual fidelity versus interactivity, the power of communication
and persuasion, how artists pigeonhole themselves, the power of we and how and when to say no. so
you're ready to get more from vfx, right? allan mckay is a paid lecturer at the allan mckay website,
where you'll find lots of well designed, hands-on lessons. if you have never been to allan's site, you
might want to go there, too, since he explains all his techniques and workflow in an engaging way,
with real-world examples that help you understand the process better. as you might expect from a
guy with over 10 years of experience in the vfx industry, every lesson is rock solid. while the course
is free, it is not direct to the point that you can not learn valuable vfx techniques from this training.
there are two main advantages of this free crash course. first, it is a huge repository of knowledge.
just watch the more than five hour tutorial once, or twice, and you'll be able to get the basics. even

though the videos are long, you will still get the point very easily and that's the other thing: the
tutorials do not lose their value, even when you watch them multiple times. yes, they cover many,
many topics at the same time, but the idea is to get the point, so you don't really need to get to a

specific part that gets overbearing. the other reason why this training has been successful is
because of its balance between theory and practice. allan addresses everything at the same time,

including both practical and theoretical aspects. 5ec8ef588b
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